Fall 2014: Schedule & Subscription Form

Master Clinician Series: Case-Based Training

Session 1 – Sept. 5: Collaborative Problem Solving: Introduction
   Master Clinicians: Kirk Ward (Mount St. Vincent Home) & Dr. Erica Stetson
   Presenting Organization: Rutland City Public Schools (VT)

Session 2 – Sept. 12: Occupational Therapy with Maltreated Children
   Master Clinicians: Marti Smith, OT
   Presenting Organization: State of New Mexico: Children, Youth & Families Dept. (NM)

Session 3 – Sept. 19: The Sanctuary Model
   Master Clinicians: Dr. Jerry Yager (Denver Children’s Advocacy Center)
   Presenting Organization: The Buckeye Ranch (OH)

Session 4 – Sept. 26: Therapeutic Touch in Clinical Settings
   Master Clinicians: Annette Jackson (Berry Street Take Two)
   Presenting Organization: TBD

Session 5 – Oct. 17: The Tile and Grout Method: Infant Mental Health
   Master Clinicians: Dr. Kristie Brandt (Parent-Infant & Child Institute)
   Presenting Organization: Yellowhawk (OR)

Session 6 – Oct. 31: Integration of Multiple EBPs across Multiple Settings
   Master Clinicians: Dr. Emily Wang (Hull Services)
   Presenting Organization: RVTS (Norway)

Session 7 – Nov. 7: Assessment in Complex Populations (CANS & NMT)
   Master Clinicians: Dr. Gene Griffin (The ChildTrauma Academy)
   Presenting Organization: Casey Family Programs (WA)

Session 8 – Nov. 21: Trauma-Focused Cognitive Behavior Therapy & NMT
   Master Clinicians: Dr. Dawn O’Malley (Alexander Youth Network)
   Presenting Organization: Children’s Home Society of Missouri (MO)

Session 9 – Dec. 5: Trauma-Focused Equine Assisted Therapy
   Master Clinicians: Dr. Laura McFarland (University of Texas) and Spirit Reins
   Presenting Organization: TBD

Session 10 – Dec. 12: The Life Story Method
   Master Clinicians: Richard Rose (LaTrobe University)
   Presenting Organization: UMCH Ohio (OH)

All live sessions take place on Fridays from 11:30AM – 1:00PM CST.
The 2014 Fall Series also includes two Introduction to NMT Recorded Sessions (for clinicians wanting more NMT context or introduction)
- Recording 1 - Intro to NMT: Case-Based Training: Australian Series 2011
- Recording 2 - Intro to NMT: Case-Based Training: NMT Series Winter 2012

About The MASTER CLINICIAN SERIES & NMT CASE-BASED TRAINING

This fall, the CTA has created a special Clinical Masters Series for our NMT Case-based Trainings. For the last 10 years, The ChildTrauma Academy has offered a variety of web-based teaching experiences, typically using clinical cases as the primary teaching vehicle. As the Neurosequential Model has evolved, these series have too. This current offering is the latest variation on our NMT Case-based teaching series.

The Neurosequential Model of Therapeutics is an evidence-based practice (EBP) that is both “trauma-informed” and developmentally informed. The NMT is a clinical problem-solving approach that includes an assessment process intended to help select and sequence a set of developmentally appropriate (and age-acceptable) therapeutic, educational and enrichment activities that match the specific strengths and needs of the client. This framework complements other EBP (e.g., Collaborative Problem Solving) and “encourages” appropriate use of a wide range of specific clinical and therapeutic activities.

The objective of this Masters Series is to provide our subscribers with more in-depth exposure to some of the specific therapeutic approaches and practices that are used in NMT-directed treatment plans. Each session will have a guest “Master Clinician” with expertise and experience in a specific clinical area (see schedule). Master Clinicians will have the first 20-25 minutes of each 90-minute web-based session to present an overview of their specific therapeutic activity or approach. The remaining time is dedicated to a case discussion; the client presented will be from one of the organizations currently in the NMT Site Certification process. In collaboration with Dr. Perry, the Master Clinician will guide and discuss elements of the clinical challenges posed by the presented client and his/her circumstances. The Master Clinician will provide perspectives and insights from their specific clinical frame of reference.

This series has been developed in response to feedback from previous participants in various NMT Case-based trainings: more practical application, more specific therapeutic focus and continuation of brief didactic components. This series is suitable for any clinician or clinical team. We suspect that the majority of subscribers will have had exposure to the fundamentals of NMT (and those who have not will be given access to a set of introductory recorded sessions).

This Series consists of ten 90-minute sessions (15 training hours) and two optional 90-minute Introduction to the NMT sessions (recorded from previous NMT Case-based series). The focus of each session is the presentation and discussion of a client during which the use of the NMT and the web-based NMT Clinical Practice Tools are used.

This teaching model has been useful for helping clinicians and frontline staff better understand the neurodevelopmental principles involved in many of the primary symptoms, as well as strengths, they see in the children they serve. NMT trainings provide an opportunity for ongoing capacity building within an institution or for individuals. We recommend this series as
a complement to any more intensive training/program development projects that our partners have with the CTA. However, individual and institutional participation does not require any other program development activities or projects with the CTA and can serve as a good introduction to viewing maltreated and traumatized children through the “lens” of neurodevelopment.

**PARTICIPATION OPTIONS and FEES**

Participate as a **GROUP/ORGANIZATION** either LIVE or via RECORDINGS ONLY.
Live Organization - $1825 USD per site.
Recordings Only Organization - $1525 USD

A group participating LIVE may include up to 25 persons but all must assemble in a single room with a single computer and phone connection into the conference. Each additional location/site requires an additional subscription. A group participating via Recordings Only may be as large as 25 recipients assembled in a single room. Additional recipients require additional subscription fees.

Participate as an **INDIVIDUAL** either LIVE or via RECORDINGS ONLY.
Live Individual - $650 USD.
Recordings Only Individual - $500 USD.

**HOW IT WORKS**

Participants joining LIVE will receive invitations via email to each of the ten sessions. Sessions take place via the Internet with audio provided via telephone. Invitations include a link and instructions to gain entry to each session. All sessions must be purchased in a 10-set package. No refunds or make-up sessions will be conducted for those participants who do not participate in any particular session; however, we will record each session and make the recordings available to subscribers upon request.

Participants joining via RECORDINGS ONLY may view recordings of the live sessions at any time, from any computer. RECORDINGS ONLY participants will receive a User Name and password to access recordings of each session as well as the related case abstract and brain map to review prior to listening to each session. Organizations participating in recordings only will select a single point person to access and play recordings for their group. All recordings may be paused, restarted and replayed. All ten recordings will be available for one year from enrollment date.
CEUs
Participants holding licenses in Texas or California (see list below) who attend all 10 sessions will be eligible for 15 CEU credits. In many other states, participants will also be eligible to receive these credits. Check with individual state boards to determine eligibility.

Texas LMSW (Licensed Social Workers) - Provider #CS3777
Texas LMFT (Licensed Marriage & Family Therapists) - No # Needed
California LCSW (Licensed Clinical Social Workers) – Provider #2984
California LMFT (Marriage and Family Therapists) - Provider # 2984

TWO WAYS TO ENROLL

1) Go to www.CTAProducts.org and select “NMT Training Series“ option
2) Submit completed form to Jana Rosenfelt at JRosenfelt@ChildTrauma.org or via FAX to (713)-513-5465

QUESTIONS

Please contact Jana Rosenfelt at 281-932-1375 or JRosenfelt@ChildTrauma.org

IMPORTANT NOTE

Participation in the NMT Case-Based Training Series does not grant individuals or organizations access to CTA’s Clinical Practice Tools. Access to the Tools (including the Metric) is only available through NMT Training Certification.
Fall 2014 Master Clinician Series Case-Based Training Subscription Form

Email to JRosenfelt@ChildTrauma.org or FAX to (713)-513-5465
- OR -
Purchase your subscription(s) ONLINE at www.CTAProducts.org (select “NMT Training Series”)

Name: Organization:

Address: Email: __________________________

Phone: __________________________

PLEASE SELECT:

LIVE ATTENDANCE OPTION:
Live Organizational Pass ($1825) _____ Total # of Live Sites: ______
Live Individual Pass ($650) _____ Total # of Live Individual Passes: ______

RECORDINGS ONLY (RO) ATTENDANCE OPTION:
RO Organizational Pass ($1525) _____ Total # of RO Sites: ______
RO Individual Pass ($500) _____ Total # of RO Individual Passes: ______

Payment Method: Check # Credit Card # (Visa of MC) Expiration Date: Total Fees (USD): Purchase Order #:

*Checks should be made payable to “The ChildTrauma Academy.” All checks must come from a US Dollar Account with the text “US Dollars” pre-printed on the check face. Checks must be written from a US banking institution or US branch utilizing a US routing number. Non-US participants are encouraged to use Master Card or Visa to address currency conversion issues.

Send checks to:
The ChildTrauma Academy
5161 San Felipe, Suite 320
Houston, TX 77056

PLEASE SIGN AGREEMENT: As a participant in the NMT Case-based Training Series, I understand that case content discussed and distributed is confidential and is only provided as part of the NMT training experience. I also understand that content provided about the NMT Clinical Practice Tools, Report and Functional Brain Map are subject to Copyright and may not be copied, adapted, redistributed or distributed beyond their immediate clinical team or used in any way without specific, written permission by The ChildTrauma Academy. I understand that the live sessions will be recorded and distributed by CTA for educational purposes.

My signature below acknowledges this understanding and indicates I accept the conditions as described herein.

Signature __________________________________ Date __________________________

Printed Name & Title ____________________________________________________